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Open Meeting MayDecide Gym's Fate
After hearing what the various
segments of the college community
RWC students will have-the chance . - have to say about the issues, Rizzini
to publicly air their viewpoints on
will present their opinions to the
whether or not the college should_ Board of Trustees, who have the
· build a gyfu at the Open Meeting to . final say in such matters. be held on Monday, October 29, at _ "I hope to have·a decision from the
12 noon in the Bayroom.
Board by this fall," said Rizzini.
The meeting, which is open to the
Besides the opmmns of ~ the
entire college community, was called
students, the Board of Trustees
--:by President William Rizzini to get must also consider the cost of
- feedback on two questions. First,
building the various structures, the
THAT'S ROCK AND ROLL-That's Beaver Brown in preciative RWC audience what Rock and roll is all
how large should RWC be in terms
availability of money, and college
concert
las.t Saturday, where they showed an ap· · .about. See review and interview on page six.
.of student populatiop., and what
population trends in the '80's.
should the ratio between commuter
Rizzini1 has also announced that he
students and residential students ' plans a change in the format of the
be? Second, what should the open meetings, which were held
college's building priorities be:
monthly last year: This year, said
another dormitory ; a gym; or both?
Rizzini, the meetings will feature
Rizzini said he hopes a large ' one specific topic, such as this one _
number-of students will turn out for on building priorities.
the meeting since it is a matter that
Rizzini said he will try this -new
By Bill Winter
Housing Director Peter Sherman's Sherman . is convinced it will be
effects all of them. He alsQ said he format for "the year and see how it
Students and faculty at RW may proposed "Free College" concept -beneficial for the whole school
plans to listen very carefully to what goes over. If it does not seem to be
get the opportunity to participate in can muster enough support from the because of the positive qualities. of
they have to say;
a startling reversal of roles, starting college community.
working out, Rizzi:ii said he may go
the program.
.
"You better believe it/ ' he said. back to last year's system,
in
next semester.
The Free College, or "Free C" _is
"It could be an added learning
'Tm hoping students will turn out which various· current topics were
Students can be instructors, and described by Sherman as "an experience without the pressure of
and t~ke positions."
discussed at each meeting.
'professors can be the -"students" if alternative type of program , where academia," he said, "and it would
in evenings and afternoons · people be nice to see faculty and adwill be offering activities for others ·ministrators offering something they
- something out of interest, not out are proficient at so people can get to
ofrequirement." ·
know them outside of the classroom
Through the program, any or office.'.'
member of the college community
Sherman got the idea for the. "Free
- student, faculty, administration, · C" from Penn State University,
staff, cir maintenance - can teach where he· said a similar program
almost any subject, sport, skill or offers over 200 courses, with
activity they wish. Their "students" ''amazing turnouts."
would be any other members of the · "There seemed to be a need here at
college who were interested in RWC for this type of alternative
learning about that subject.
learning process," said Sherman.
"Remember," stressed - Sherman,
"tnese activities are not for credit,
but are for interest . \ind-or
relaxation."
•
.
Some of the activities Sherman
suggested could be offered include
Ray Tedesco _
Brian Mullin
Wally Ramos
dancing. auto repair. music lessons.
Hoffman, Kimberly Tinkham and enough and that's why I didn't win.
coo~ng. skills, fl~ tying, debate,
By Vera Eisinger
Gregg Martin. "I thought I could . I ;ilso don't think there was enough
med1tat1011, or Just "whatever.
The empty seats ·in· the student have done a good job, but I don't publicity for the other c~ndidates.
By Kimberly Newton
someone feeG competent to pass on
senate office are .finally -filled to mind that I lost," said Martin. "If There should have been pictures of
To t he student thinking of a career
to others."
~capacity, fqllowing the election of
I'm not bogged down with too much . all of us so that everyone could get to · Sherman wtll be distributing a as a "guardian of the airway"
three freshman senators. After two work, I'll run again."
know us. I also think that the voting
questionnaire· to the college com- following graduation, it may be a
weeks on the senate, new senators
Tinkham said, "I'm not overly was set up in a bad place. It should
munity sometime next week ·to wise decision indeed. For the sky has
. Brian Mullin, Ray Tedesco and upset about losing because I'm
have been set up in front of the determ ine exactly h.ow many in- refused to be the limit for these
Wally Ramos are beginning to get going to run in the Spring, however,
cafeteria where everyone could have dividuals . would be interested in people - instead, it became the
comfortable, not only .with their new I feel I lost because I didn't start
seen .it."
participating in such a program, beginning.
jobs, but also with their victories.
The election results according to
campaigning ·until late. I did all my
either as an instructor or as
The group, which is known outside
When asked how they felt about campaigning alone, which is imSteve Pecchio , parliamentarian in ,
"student."
· their circle as air traffic controllers,
winning, Mullin said he "lcwed it, possible at a college this size.
the student senate were Ramos 239
Sherman is -hoping for enough is expected to increase;- as more
-it's great." Tedesco feels "very
On th~ other hand, Hoffman was - vetes, Tedesc·o 225 and Mullin positive feedback and volunteers to positions are added due to the
relaxed and happy it's over," and "very disappointed. !'thought I had
received 167 votes. A total of 343
get the program set up by next predicted growth of air tranRamos is "excited a:nd ambitious to
a fair chance. I wasn't publicized - students voted.
semester. If it does get underway, sportation. ,
/
_
'
get to work.':
According
to
Frances
Katzariek,
Plans · for this. year are varied
cooperative education associate,
among the winners. Mullin has no
'~
there are currently openings for
definite plans but is wor~ing on a
college students to train ifs air traffic
bus shelter. 'Tm here to help the
controllers at the Federal Aviation
students," he said .
Air Traffic Training Center in
-Tedesco's plans are "mostly to
Nashua, NH. ·
By David Levin
meet the people's needs. I'd like to
"This position is open for
see the fciod get better, because if · By next spring, there ~ay very well be a strange~ ·
sophomores and juniors who would
looking structure on campus that is · quite unlike
you !re not at meals within the first
Hke to train for one semester, or
hour , the cafeteria runs out of the anything eyer seen before at RWC.
possibly two,
while rece1vmg
This new structure.might not only boost RWC into the main course."
academic credit. Students who are
On the other hand, Ramos wants forefront of- current sol~r research, but is also the
granted the position , should be able
to get the bus schedule revised. 'Tin prototype of an invention tHat could solve the water
to finish college in the ·same amount
problems of dozens of parched desert nations.
planning a meeting - with Dorm
of time, by attending night classes,
This ·invention, a solar-powered desalination device, ~salt water enters
Government President John Mount
intercession or summer classes ," she
arid Chief 9f Security Carl Wilke can produce 1500 to 2000 gallons of fresh water per day
·
said .
about bus schedules for ·Bristol from seawater, using only energy provided by the sun.
Although the profession is full of
This idea to build the device was proposed to tHe
Motor Lodge arid Almeida. I'd also
pressure, because controllers· have
like to see improved parking for off- 'Administration by Ed Dorn, a student and full time
the res ponsibility of keeping planes
RWC employee, who designed the apparatus.
campus students."
and jets that belong in the air, up
Dorn is currently awaiting the decision on whether the
Mullin claimed that he ran for the
there, the joo compensates by
school is going to allow him to build the project on
senate because be "wanted to get
adding a paid training period, a
school property.
involved:''
Similarily,
Tedesco
tower
high salary. and excellent working
ci stern
Dorn would like to build the desalination device on
stated·, "I like the student s~nate. J
conditions.
one acre of campus ground, down by the bridge, and is
was involved in governrnent in high
_Acc~roing to th'e Oc_ryp~tionaJ
convinced it Is well worth whatever land contribution
school and enjoyed it. I'm happy
I
Outlook Handbook, "air traffic.
the school makes. "The project has a lot of far reaching
when I'm involved with people.'~
_c ontroller trainees are selected
benefits. Other than bringing recog_nition to the school;
The three addit_ional freshman
-con1peting for the slots were Lisa
Continued On Page 3
Continued On Pa'ge 3
By Biil Winter

~

"Free College"Program ·Proposed
ByPeteSherman For Next Spring

Three Freshmen Grab-Vacant
Senate Seats in Recent Elections

The.Sky Is
The L.1m·1.t

A.tr .c· ontroIIer

1

a

- - Here· Comes the S u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

,--

Solar ·Power at R WC

SOL:AR
DESALINIZATION
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Students Say Cheating.is Common ~ .........:..................................... ~
PRESS CLIPPINGS
This is_ the second articl~ in a two
part Quill series on cheating at
R WC. In the first part, teachers and
administration voiced the opinion
that cheating was not much of "
problem at this college. However,
students seem to have another
opin~on.

By Bemle Cunniff

and

Jack Miranda
Paul Langello, the, Accounting
Division Co-ordinator, summed up
the viewpoint of a lot of teachers
when he said: "I don't thtnk there is
much widespread cheating going on
here - unless they're .so good at it 1
can't catch them."
Most of the students interviewed,
however, ·d id feel there w~ a good
deal of carefully devised ways to
/
cheat at RWC.
Ail Accounting ma1or said: "There
isn't much cheating going on here,
but a few individuals feel they have
to pass so they. cheat. ; They bring
their own cheat sheets and write it in
such small print that it might cover
three pages."
This student added, "When they
write the ·cheat sheets, they do it in
advance. If a test i~ on a Wednesday, they start planning on a
. Friday. In fact, they might write a·
few notes each day on the chair in
front of them before a test. They
might even write on the bottom of
their shoe. It's so well planned and
they are so experienced at it, it's
pretty ha_rd to catch them."
Another student, an English
major, said that he has actually
witnessed students cheating. "I've
seen people cheating at times. If a
person can't rely on his memory they
wilr cheat. And there are a lot of
ways to cheat too. But- wnen it's
done, you dorr'too it !{)()king over
your shoulder. That's high school
stuff. Now they use all sorts of crib
notes and a lot of writing on desks.
Also, they .abbreviate a fot <if names
where one lcttt:r will represent one
word and ten letters will represent

mon practice," said a paralegal different viewpoint. "When ybu take·
student.
a test iri electronks you can bring
"It's the duty of the teachers to just about ev~rything with you but
keep an eye out. for it," continued an expert. There is no big reasoR tel
the student. "An honors system cheat in my field. When you get the
doesn't work because studenfs answers, you have ·t o show the
woul4_n't turn in their friends, only equations. Only on a. hard problem
their enemies. I myself have cheated will a student tell another what the
very rarely but I notice a lot offellow answer is. But still they have to
figure it out for.themselves."
students do cheat quite a lot."
A Psychology major revealed that
One Marketing major said that he .
"At least half of the kids in tny · qas been in classes where just about
department cheat. They scribble on everyone cheated. "I can remember
desks and look down at the answers. when a teacher paid so little atWb~!1 a teacher comes they look up.
tention during his tests, . that
I do~bt a· the t~achers cari stop students copied answers out of their
them. Th~trouble is some teachers text books they had in their laps;"
are boring ·~ hell. They sh6uld said the student.
make classes - IborP interesting.
"I think a lot of teachers just don't
Others are hard marl"~r~ . I don't realize the magnitude of the
'blame some for cheat'\{tl?: I even cheating that goes on here at RWC.
I think a lot of them would be
cheat a little myself."
One Electronic major too'k a
shocked if they knew how b3d it is."

~.
-

I

.
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Free Tj_ckets Available
The RWC Honor Society is cummtly offering free tickets to Trinity
'
Square Repertory Theater Productions.
The Society has 26 tickets for this Sunday's Born Yesterday available
for students. Anyone interested in getting one of these tickets should
sign up on the lists in the Theater Department. A ride list is also
available for thosi: who need transportation.
Starting next week, sign-up lists will be placed around campus.

Film Society Meeting Planned
A meeting to organize the RWC Film Society will be held on
Monday, .October 22 at 7:00 p.m. in Conference Room No. CL-138
(Engineering Pod). The group will seek Student Senate approval and
- funding this fall. ·
The Film Society plans to cho~e and present well-designed movie
series and film program notes free to the entire college community.
Interested students, faculty, administrators, and staff are w !come to
attend. For further information contact acting advisor, Nap.cy
Harlow, at 255-2196.

1·

Senior Pix Announced

SVRVEY.---

~n N~vember 5, ~· and 7, Lori~ Studios will be at RWC taking '
Semor pictures. Notices for appointments have been sent out to the
homes of all Seniors and second semester Juniors .
If you did not receive an appointment, please check the Cafeteria
for a listing of appointments, or call Bill Creed at 255-3136 before
October 31st.
·
Please cooperate with , the Senior Class and the Year book by
keeping your appointments.

shou1d There Be Quiet
Hours?
-

By Richard Gluck
and Michael McCord
. Do RWC r'esidential students think
that there should be quiet hours in
the dorms?
The student handbook, which,
according to the preface by William
O'Connel, "has the rules and
policies of the college," states that
"quiet hours are not necessary
because the mutual respect and
mutual concern principle is working
effectively."
However, RWC students sharply
disagree with the handbook, with 87
percent of the 127 students polled in
a recent Quill Survey (14 percent of
the resident student body) said that
quiet hours were needed in the
dorms.
One 'student summed up the
majority feeling when he said,
"I think students should be
ashamed of themselves if they "There should · be some time for
cheat," said the student, "but I _quiet." Students all seemed to agree
don't think they should be thrown quiet hours were a necessity for
out of school. I don't believe in the study. Said one student, "Students
concept that if you cheat and don't who want . to study should be able
to." Agreed another student, "Quiet
get caught it's okay."
"I think everyone ·cheats at one hours are condusive to study. "
The 13 percent of students who did
time or another. It's human nature
really. And ·there are a number of not want quiet hours generally
w_ays. to cheat. You can cheat by agreed there was no real need for
looking over your snou1oer, or have them. "You can always find a quiet
things written inside of sweaters or · place," said one student.
An interesting paradox was noticed
jackets. Everyone has their own little
way of cheating because it's com- in the response of two students from

-

.

the.North Campus Residential Hall
One student said that, "Mutual
respect works out fine for us, we
don't need quiet hours," while
another said "It's .hard to get any
work done; nobody follows the quiet
hours."
The students from Almeida Courts
we~ " almost unanimous in their
agreement that there was certainly
no reason for quiet hours there.
What time did students want quiet
hours to .start?
The highest number cas I), WUU!;Ul
that quiet hours should start at 9
r.m. while 23 percent thought they
should start at 9:30 p.m. and 21
percent preferred lO:OOp.m.
Another
7 at
percent
should
begin
11 :00 thought
p.m. and they
one
studenC thought that they should
begin at 1i2 midnight. Three percent
said that quiet hours should .be
between 6 and 9:45 p.m. When
asked what happens after 9:45p.m.,
they said that things "get wild."
·
It also seemed to be the general
concen us that there was a drastic
need for stricter enforcement of
quiethoursbyresidentassistants.
So, even though the student
handbook says that quiet hours are
"notnecessary,"alargemajorityof
students, after their experiences with dormitory life, seem to
disagree.

Seek And Ye Shall Find

I

Ir-------w---~----------,.
John Savi an o's
·
I
I
VfjllRageE.·TEoyotFa AuLgelot
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CH·ECK
.
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1

Fall Gift to all Roger Williams
1
1
College St.u dents and Staff
I
At NO. CHARGE We w·111
CHECK Hoses
Exhaust
I
Fan Belts
Heater
Rad fa tor
Defroster
I
Tfres
Antf Freeze I
I

1
1I

I

I
I

I

J

I
1

First 3Smm camera·
with "pop-up' flash

I
II
I

_ Any Make or Model

1
1

I
1

~ndoors@ outdoors

Are you looking for something? If you are, it may very well be in the
school's lost arid found, located in the Physical Plant Department
Office in-the basement of the Administration Building.
The Lost and Found, which is open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., is also
the place where students should bring items they find. Items currently
in the Lost and Found include books, folders, and glasses.

I·

You must call Bill for an
appointment at

II

253-2104

I

FREE

I

A complete set of
Nippondenso
Spark Plugs with
your next tune-up.

I
I
I
I

FOR TOYOTA OWNERS ONLY
WITH COMPLETE TUNE-UP

1

IBring
• World's first 35mm with built-in electronic flash-Ro flashbulbs
to buy. no cords to connect.
• It's automatic-the C35-EF sets the correct exposure indoors
and out. With built-in self-timerl •

.

• All this and more in a beautifully compact, lightweight camera
Y"ith razor-sha[p Konica Hexanon f /2.8 lens . Unbelievably easy
to use ... at a price you can afford .

I0111.,.1·, ·11fch.\i'i!f////

$6-995 .Reg. $92so _.---._ .
PHOTOWORLD·
t ·
~

43 7 Hope Street
Bristol, 1·.1. 2s1:224s
-./':" .-...~ ,;~ .... ' .. -' ..-~ .• .1' -·

'

·. .

/

purehasc of anJ
Skate and this Ad.
Through Nov ..31
.

I

I

~oupon a~d collegelD.--

land remt<mber, 1f you need repairs I
Ifor any kind of car, REMEMBER I
I
I
I

-

,

·

.

~

IVILLAGE 4P2 !-p
only 2 Miles North on Rte. 136

I
I
I

I
ITOYOTA PEUGEOTI

I·

706 METACOM AVE (RTE 136)

BRISTOL,

R.I ~ I
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Fa/Ciglia Develops Ties
With College'sA/umni
;

n

ProfileEd Kee_ps It Clean

By Bill Winter

raising, Falciglia is also in charge of
developing communiCaffon with the

p;~:~~~;ly 6~~ gr~~~ate~~~ R~C a~~~~e

By Jacqueline P. Morris
along with the kids just fine, and
i;
financial side of the job,_
_After a violent search throughout
I've never had any problems."
le. "h;m; , more at stake in the iti- Falciglia said, "no college can
the Science and Classroom
Ed prefers to live a relatively good,
. ~ stitution
than the students," survive on just tuition." Because of
,.
buildings, I found Ed Jernigan quiet family life with his wife and
! ~ , Thomas Falciglia, the Develop- this, Falciglia is trying to set up an . ·
~
the night maintenance worker here
at the college, happily munching on
a doughnut with that gentle smile
we'i:e all familiar with.
·Ed comes to us from Brewton, - His daughter is the lead singer for -KEEPING IT SPOTLESS-Ed
"The .college that you graduated also attempting to whip up support
Alabama, "a small, quiet country the combo and will shortly be
Jernigan makes sure the classroom
from is something that you can for the college, both from alumni'
town . It's about the same size ·as receiving her Nursing degree from
Building sparkles •.• with his
never change," said Falciglia. "You and other friends of the institution.
Bristol, but population-wise, it's
cheerful smile.
-- ·
can change your appearance, you "No program we start can be
Newport Hospital. · His son; the
bigger."
drummer for the band, recently
can change your name, you can sucessful without alumni," said
He left Brewton in 1951 to join the. graduated from RWC with a degree ·
change your wife, but no matter how . Falciglia.
.
Navy, . where . his ship the...Atlantic in Engineering and is about to begin,
, .
old you are, you will _always have
Some of the projects designed to
Fleet shipped out to California, and
his professional career with Goram ,_ , . - ContlnaedFIOlllPaiel
graduated from Roger ·wmiams get the support of alumni were the
from there Newport, where he came an engineering firm in Providence.
't··
Id al
t II .
College."
'
recently held Homecoming; the new
1
.. h t an d t h eatre stud-en ts . •.- 1. bcou
even
.
s:
to meet his -~ife in Bristol."
Most mg
t ti· . 1so ·rt
· •
..uaf .ythsupphy· 1a,
Because of this, Falciglia said it is magazme
ior th e a1u mni , The
1
..
.
.
su s an a po on o
e sc oo s
·
B
d
d th
J t'
f I
·. ~
"If I didn't get married, I would
are fam1har with Ed, as one can
-t
ed 0 b u d 1.n an on- in the best interest of the alumni to
ri ge; an
e se ec ton o c ass
.,
.
· have made a career out of the Navy sometimes
catc h h'1m ta k'mg a pee k -· wa er, ne . s, rh e se
,, aid D
help out their alma mater. The b- officers. Th ese offitcers, c h osen f rom
... but, I thought four years of the at soine of their class~s and ~ampus ~een ouse, s
. or~. etter reputation your school has, the the various graduating cla,sses, will
The
device would .also. work m tlie better 1t
. sounds if you graduated he1p coo ro·mat e ac· t 1v1
' .t.tes w·t'th that·
service was er.10ugh. I decided to
re hearsa Is. "I k now a 1ot of th e k'd
1s
.
1
settle here in Bristol because my si~ce they started , here. I'm - a . wt~te~, ,;~because it 15 a cosed
fr()m there, he said.
class, such as reunions.
wife didn't want to go South. I like 'lunkhead' when it comes to names, . s~~Tehm,
. t wt.11 d o a 1ot s:ior th e
Although admitting that, "in
Falciglia
is the first Devolpment
.
.
, ·
e projec
.
this town and the people ... it's a but, Ive
seen a 1~t of mce kids go school," said Dorn. "Other than academic circles, development is Director ever at RWC, and claims it
nice place. Sometimes I see some of through here. I miss some of them, - · b .
· .t.ton, we- h ope t o seII just a polite word for -fund-raising,"
was just the "right time' \ for the
·
.
o v1ous recogm
.
my old Navy buddies from my and when some
of them keepmg
-d
k t 't h' d . · 'th
f Falciglia said his office fulfills school to get one. "You can't start
.
b ,.1r ;t•
od t
an mar e
ts · evtce wt one o
· al f
.
,, h
.d
. . h
squadron; they live right here in poppt~g
. a~, "t s go
o see tb_e. goals being a percentage of the sever unct10ns.
too ear1y, e sat , pomtlng out t at
Bristol."
them.
· One of these is the soliciting of every college_has to wait until it has
.
lk .
pro fit
. tior th e sc h ooI,,
.
Before coming to work at RWC in
S.o, t he . next time
you wa mto
To obtain money for further outside support for the college enough alumni and it has grown to a
1969, he worked as a delivery ·man, · your 9 a.m. class and wonder why d
·
t D
ill
ti
not ju'st fmancial, but also personal. suitable size before it needs a
1
1
·
•
I
·
·
h
.
eve
opmen
,
orn
w
app
y
or
when his wife owned a small grocery
tt s spot ess so ear 1y m t e mornmg, th · · . · t f 0 th De t
t. Although he is in . charge of fu_nd devolpmentdirector.
-.
· f ree
store, and then as a construction
remem ber wh o was there the mght
E ·gran
· , s;Altr m t eE par smenJI ..-------------......:..-----,..-----..-......-----;
· t
Id .
.
o nergy s
ema e nergy ma
worker. After ten faithful years here
b etiore. Not JUS
any o
mama·rants p rogram,
.
t he . New E ngIan d
at the college, Ed says that he likes it t enance wor ker, b ut ., Ed Jermgan,
.G
d th u ·
··
1
'th th k' d
.
·d 1novatlon roup an
e mverstty
here, "because it's close to home th e ma~ wt.
. e ID smt 1e an
of Rhode Island.
and it's (the job) is steady. I get . gentle d1spos1tlon, ·.vho puts all the
A m· od eI of th e d evtce
· ·ts currenti y
·
h.
.e feature: airline, train, ship &
care he can mto 1s work.
on d'tsp1ay at a wat er purt·fy·mg an d
bus ticketln-gO~nternatlonal studsolar power show in Athens, Greece.
Helping Dorn as consultants on the
ent l.D. 's0$tudy abroad proproject are Khalid Al-Handouni_, the
RWC Civil Engineering CogramsOinternatlonal flights
ordinator, and Carl Antonelli,;
L]and a whole lot more.
physic professor here at the school.
They are currently drawing up
bluepri_nts for the device.
Dorn has se( spring of 1980 as tffe
target date to. begin construction ,
which will be done entirely by
college personne~ including himself.
Before going ahead with the
project, Dorn still requires the •
approval of the college's Board of
Trustees.

r- £~iI:F~~:t:~~:~~ ~~~2[g~s~~¥g~~i~'.
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sun· p ower

Get.o(f-campus

THE 1980 ALL N~W
TOYOTAS ARE AT
VILLAGE TOYO TA

a

We've 'always been
high economy and low price,
but this is too much!

Announcing the 1980 TOYOTA
TERCEL

Co-op Jobs
contlnu~d from-paae

AVAILABLE IN 4-:-SPEED, 5"7SPEED
OVERDRIVE, FULL AUTOMATIC
m.pg City

PR.ICES-ST ART AT$3880. 00
Now~

(Ho.:V's Them APples?Order Yours
·

Corrections

They're her_e now. We have 37 models, all built for Toy 0 ta
Total Economy. All-new, highly styled , keenly engineered,
practical and economical Corollas . Front wheel drive
Corolla ' Tercels. Sporty Celicas. Family-sized Coronas.
Luxurious Gressid(ls. Tough Truc~s. Rugged Land Cruisers.
1
Sporty liftbacks and sport coupes. Comfortable sedans .
Roomy wagons. Sure-footed 4-wheel drives . All loaded
with a lengthy list of no-extra cost standard features. All
built vyith _traditional T~yota quality, dependability and econ.omy . So c_
o me in and test drive a new 1980 Toyota car
or truck today.

• l

. .

.

• • . •• '

In the article on page five of. the
October 4, 1979 issue of the -Quill,
Paul • Langello, · the Accounting·
Division Coordinator was ' credited
with a quote that began: "I gave a
i test once ... " This quote should have
-been attributed to Edgar Brown, the
Economic Division Coordinator.
.In an article on page· two, entitled
~ "Students Won't take Starch in
Cafe . Fciod With Stiff Upper Lip,"
Peter DiSarro was quoted as saying, ·
"The cholesterol Is good for growing
students," speaking about eggs for
breakfast. DiSarro says he is aware
of the- danger of 'cholesterol, and
never made that sfatement. . . . . . . .

.
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1

; · through the competitive Fe.deral
Civil Service System. Applicants
must pass a written test that
measures their ability to learn .and
perform the controller's duties."
"Other
positions cunrently
available in the cooperative
education office include a position
as a I.R.S. Special Agent in
Providence, ~ Federal -sank
Examiner for the' tomptroller of the
Currency in Washington, D.C., and
aq Accountant, Computer Specialist
or a Procurement Manager for the
Department of the Navy. These
positions ate open to any Business
.major," she said.
Any students interested can either
contact Katzanek in the Cooperative
Education Office in· Dorm I, Tower
B, or they can-attend the Co-op wine
and cheese party, tonight in the
conference
room
of
the
Adm,inistration Building at 7_:00
p.m ,

FRONT W-HEEL DRIVE

43 _
m pg Hwy. 33
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For In ormation & Bookings:

. We are a complete .
One-stop On-Campus
Budget Travel Service

T .F. Travel Service.
Third Floor,
.New Dorm No. 2336
' (401) 255-3143

~fiAU)()~,
'NEWPORT JAZZ CL08
Downing St. [off Bellevue Ave.), Newport

,846-2948

.

EVERY w ·E DNESDAY
Tequila Night
REGGAE with
Winston Grennaw·
lor111erly
with Max Rameo
Oct. 19 & 20 REGGAE
with Ras Karh
Universe
Oct. 21
,,
original rock
Oct. 23 Brin Bradly U
Brad Brinly
.
Oct. ·18

Rli====E==================s===s!ll
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l;ditorials_and Opinions
EDITOR·IAL
C~iti~ism

Football Team Should Be ·Proud

Appreciated_

During the past two weeks, the Quill has received .
a great deal of ·stude}lt feedback concerning an
article printed about the club foot~all team's
defeat at the_ hands of M.I.T. A criticism
frequently voiced was that the article was too harsh
on the team, and, instead of dwelling on the good
aspects of the team, it ridiculed them by pointing
out the negalive side.
,.
Several poirits should be raised about this
criticism.
First, like the analysis of any event, analysis of a
football game depends on who does the arialysing.
' Naturally, different people will have different
opini<?ns; that's half the fun of playing Monday
morning quarterback - -the disagreements. You
don't have to agree with another's opinion - just
respect their right to have one.
·
Second, since the - Quill is -"-a student funded
newspaper, it must be responsive to student wishes
and needs. 'Fhis involves- a need for -real communication with the stud,ents - where ideas and
opinions ca·n b~_exchanged. Constructive criticism
is always.welcome.
However, the operative word here, is "constructive." When the criticism moves beyond the
realm of thought into childish temper-tantrums
and death threats, c-ommunication- breaks down.
Nothing can be. accomplished.
Just remember, nobody can agree all the time, so
if you must disagree do so in a IOgical way. For it f~
through c()nstructive communication that the
~t newspaper
school
u a so ~ more aware student body.
f

work hard to get the finances to play
If RWC students had been asked
the question last fall: "Will this each game, while simultaneously
trying .to drum up student support.
school ever have a football team?",
These . are all things that a team's
the answer froin most people woulcl
,have ri,een:
"This ._ place?" school usually takes care of.
·'
It is-unfortunate thaJ the memory
, Howev~r, -if you had asked Scott
Camilleri or Mike Calenda, the of the problems and defeats will
answer .wo~ld have been quite probably overshadow the memories.
different. They probably would have that students should treasure from
this first season . Who will remember
replied, "We certainly will."
We!), their dream came true. RWC Ron Smiley's blocked punt ·or Mark
did have a football team this year ; a Bemier's eight catches this season?
team that did not come · about Will students remember Mike'
through
an
·act
of
the
Administratton or thought the
'
.
A1heletic Department, but ·through
the hard work ofRWC students.
Now that the footbalt · season is
r~y
over, it is a good time to reflect back
on this first year; to look at the
various factors that make - up a ·- Calenda and Tom Morgan rushing
- opposing quarterbacks like two
football season.
If you looked back _just at the · wolves stalking a lamb, or Scott
scorebook, it would show drat the Camilleri digging up the turf wpile
Seahawks lost·every game. And that . carrying the ball? And will students
is the problem with the scorebo(_lk.
remember
Quarterback
Jim
What the facts and figures of the DePalmer, who took command of
games don't tell _anyone is that the the Seahawk's after Louis Klas was
Seahawks had difficulties a great 'injured iri." the first game, and was a
deal more serious than those of -;t major factor in keeping the team
team that is just worrying about unified? One _c an only hope so.
Besides these memories, however,
getting into shape. The Seahawks
started- out in a ditch. They were ~students and players will have some
almost buried. The team had to more concrete accomplishments to

Commentary
"'
by
Jeff
Tucker .-

Get ·Involved U~ge~ Mount .
D~ar 'Editor:
In ·response to your recent Quill
-Survey "Is ·Dorm Government
Effective", we at Dorm-Government
feel it is effective.
This survey seems to be inconsistent of the students surveY:_ed.

look back on. In just one season, the
team managed to generate m.ore
student support than an y other
sport at RWC, varsity or otherwise.
Each home game averaged over 600
paid fans.
For -these fans, the football team
played every game hard. They may
not have won , but they cer:tainly
gained the respect -of every team
they played. Every point scored
against them was a hard fought one.
Lastly, the team helped RWC get
better known, not only as a college,
but as a place where students can
get things done.
Measured
against these· accomplishments the · final numbers.
that appeared on the scoreboard
seem almost insignificant. After all,
the important thing they proved was
that a football team can succeed ah
RWC And for that, we should be
thankful.
Unfortunately, a team cannot
survive on thanks alone. So, besides
gradituae, it wo uld be nice if the
school would seriously ·consider
giving the team a generous budget
to become a versity sport next year.
Aft_er all, the team has proved
everything they had to prove. The
next step should not have -to be
theirs

Quill

How -can 83 percent of those surveyed say it was not effective when ,
you also state that 52 percent don't
even know what Dorm Government
Will iam Winter
~ is? _
,
Editor - i 11 - <:.- hie f
As
as students criticking Dorm
imberlv Newton
Government, we appreciate con- .,,,.
Ex
ecutive New's
structive criticism. Constructive·
- . Edi111r.
-.
.
criticism implies that you kno~ a
better way to do things - GREAT!
Dear Editor,
the school moving. Not bad ·in Senated'Vhy the hell should Senate _:- that is_w4at we have meetings for
and representatives - to find out
I'd like to take this opportunity to
theory but definitely lacking in: hold orlto all that money? ·
students needs. We are human in
reply to Steve Fusco's article in the
practicality.
I would also like to poinf out that
last issue of the Quill.
You're asking me, as well as many Mr. Fusco is going on -an assurrt- Dorm Government so we make
Do you really think the students of others, to kick: in money for , ption maybe, just maybe, the school mistakes. If you think you can help
David Levin
this college are -willing.to stand for a
something I w.ill never see in the rest will go for this far fetched attempt to us then show up at m~etings or talk
Feature_Editor
300 percent increase in their activity
of my : time here; and if the school make _some headway around here. to your representatives.
Ban Bauer
As far as - one th'ree-term
fee? I don't think so. This is only~ shows their usual "thrift it will To ask us to pay ~xtra for this
On-Campus E11t e1'1,1i11111ent Ed it Pr
sayi.ng • Dorm
one man's opinion; but r think it's
William ~-l'iectman
-probably end up being something project is like askmg u:>to pay taxes t.<:,Presentative
Government is not effective, that
shared by many.
_
none of us will ever see. We are in a state we don't live in .
Qft~Carnpu s Entertainme nt' Edi t<':
• The Senate now thinks that
already kicking in : about $5000 a - To the nfeinbers of the Senate who must relate back to that person.
Dee Dee Liguori
student activity money can be used
year-isn't that enough?
Sports -Edi : or
dreamed _ up this _marvelous half- _ This ' person · should be one of the
stud·ent ·- leaders -_-among the
for building structures at Roger
Even -if this atrocity should come to baked ideai better luck next tiine!Rich Joseph
representatives
since
ou,r
Williams College. In .effect the a vote and win, the last group to
Ph o t o g r ;1 p h y Ed i t or
- representatives are predominantlv
Senate is trying to create a tax to get hold ·onto _the money is the Stud!Nlt
J. Lawrence Beck
fresh~an. ·Dorin Government is ; _
-made.up of an Executive Board -and
representatives from every residence
hall." In the beginning of the year,
tert"'ainment - lets Qot jepordize college students. DESTRUCTION- representatives were chosen by you_ Debbie.Alquist
Dear Editor,
On October 13, 11F9, $490.00 these_upcoming events in the future
COSTS $$$$$.
-in your unit or floor. How could - Susa!1 Bunic~y_
worth of damage's occurred at the by forcing us· to take unecessary
Thank you, people elect -someone as their ,Bernre ~~nmff
Beav_er Brown concert. This figure measures upon something that is
Scott Bauer, St. Sen. Social Comm. representative and then say they do
V~ra Eisi~ger
d~es not include the two bathrooms unwarrented' by supposedly .mature · John Mount, Dorm.Gov't. President not 'even kn0w what Dorm
-R_1ta Frazier
- · .
Rtch;ird Gluck
that were destroyed, just the six
Gov~mment ts?
_
.
Ben Hellman
tables and-the numerous ch~irs that
1 his year. was also the first time
Noreen H'1c k ey
.
were broken. Because of this, we feel
that a schedule of meetmgs, where
Mi h 1 M c d .
that the students have got to start
Lis~ ~ikul~kfr
Dear~itor:
. far we have tM vegetarian meal plan they will .be held · ~nd. a list of
taking more responsibility upon
As head of the Dorm Government
executive
board
names
and
where
Jack
Miranda
off the ground, the- problems have
·themselves.
Jascqueline Morris
Food Committee, I must correct the
been worked out as far as orange they could be_reached was handed
Students are always asking for article entitled "Students Won't
Jeffrey Tucker
juice.inJ he morning goes,_ and a new· out. Tl:iis was part of opening the
better entertainment' on weekends Take Starch in Cafe Food With Stiff
Ann West
communication to the students , now
milk
dispenser
will
.sodn
pe
and- the Social Committee has
Upper Lip."
dispensing skim milk for those who it ' is.. the student's turn to attend ·Carolan .Whittle
meetings and make their voices
responded - to these needs by
The article said students pay $518
Cartoonist
want it.
heard to make' Dorm 'G:overnment Charles Dobbins
providing just that. But we cann ot each semester for food they don't
It's - not only up to us. You the
continue bringing you these type of like. I say different. Last _semester
effective. We cannot come - to
students are partly -responsible for
events ifttlis destruction continues.
the food Committee surveyed the
our cafeteria success. When we ask students .and drag them to the
Students ask us why is beer two for re_sidential population. Questions -Val for something, she asks for only meetings. Students are encouraged
a dollar?. why do we check l.D. 's?' were asked as to most favorite meal, -one thing in retut n. It seems more to take the ,responsibility on their Mike Hathaway
Adverti s in g Manager
and why do we take some of: the least favori'te, etc. Suggestions were
and more students are leaving dirty own.
Advertising Sales Representatives
Saying
that
Dorm
Government
is
made and where possible we have
precautionary measures we do trays on the tables. This is a bad
"is
one
thing,
but
the answer is, we HAVE TO!!! used them.
not
effective
Tom
Cal 1ahan
. ~eflection on the students.
because of the inconsiderate actions
students
are
one
.
o
f
the
biggest
parts
I agree sQ_me of th~ meals are not
The committee ' is asking for
of our student body.•
under my heading of gourmet
changes, b~t without the help of the in -making Dorm Government efWe enjoy sponsoring and putting delight, butJor what the food service .. Food Service nothing wm be done - fective through election . of _
on these events. We do not get paid
has to work with, it's qamn good.
and if the Service feels we aren't ~epresentatives , Vice President and
Maureen.Ashmore
for the many hours we put into the
'(his is not Mom's kitchen, this is a
deserving ofit,' no changes are even President and through attending
Production Mana ge r
meetings for student input · - so
week long preparation for these: We cafeteria where 789 students must
going to be considere.d.
David
HQward
. are not out to mak - any type of eat-. It is very hard to please
-We are trying to help. Contact me START TO GET INVOLVED!!!
Advisor & ' Spcciai Consultant
profit, the only reason we like tu do everyone, if not impossible.,. Of at 3338 and I'll _see what - c·an be We need and .want your input:·
this is because we enjoy it and want
, - · t h - k r
the student body to enjoy it equally. cohurse, you rettgomgh ot , ave sd ep t~lsl_
done. Sincer ely,
-· .
. . .
. fill d w o, no ma er w_ a you o, wt
- ,
__ .· 1:_h1s .· ~e.m,a1~mg semester _1~ , ~ e . - griP$!· _: __
" ~• , , , , • ", Sincerely your.s,
·-.. _ ,
,
John_ MOl.~nr
': - . _ _ . , • ,
_, _ ... .. ... : .. , . ,, Pres1dentofDorm-Government?' .
wl.th . top ,_ notch quality .en- · Th ·F ,__,_,. c;· .. 't•t .· t · ·S -, , 1 St· b
- ~ - ' ~ ' J' ... .·,.... .,.
,,.,, •. , .• !- .
e · ~~ ~ ~ ~ ommt e~ ts ry1ng., ,o . .- .. ·• !1~ . = . e~t~ ~ t::r~~··~ ....·.t·{./ . '. • .t .'.*. ' .' . t .f.-!' •. t '.' .', 'I . ·- . ~- ' . t . ' :. ·: . · .· . · ~ ... ' .•.·.•.•; ..

Editors

far

Student Blasts Fee_-Increase . Proposal

Associate
Editors

/

Damage Must Stop At Con'c erts -

Reporters

Food Chairperson Disagr~es

A.dvertising

Production
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CoffeehouseTheater Marks 10th Anniversary
Grandgeorge's planning. Space was on a semester basis. The facilities _favorite Coffeehouse Productions
By Thom Miller
also a great problem; the room expanded, equipment grew, and
have been Stop The World, I Want
The sobs of an actress doing a - r which is now the Coffeehouse had faculty members increased. Dianne
To Get Off; The Roar of the
dramatic speech; the profanities of a
been designed for use as a lounge, Crowell was hired as musical
Greasepaint; Kennedy's Children
tired
and
frustrated
lighting
and the library basement area and director and Betsy Argo also joined
andManofLaMancha . . ·
designer. The roar of laughter from
an office pod were ruled out.
. Due to the drastic · in~rease · in
the department.
an audience; the voices of budding
Since the room was being used as a
According to Grandgeorge, his theater majors, Grandgeorge would
classroom, theater students had to
singers bringing life to ~usic.
Ghosts?
wait until 3:30 p.m. on Thursdays
No, but possibly spirit; the spirit of when classes were over to ~ove into
ten years of RWC Coffeehouse the
Coffeehouse
to
set-up
Theater. An integral part of campus productions. Ceiling ·panels were
life and entertainm,e nt, the Cof- removed to hang lights, and desks
feehouse celebrates its Tenth - removed for scenery. before an 8
• by Dawn Schauer .
members.
Anniversary · this year looking · p.m. performance. After the show
Dressing up in feathers or
On OCtober 26, a play. titled
stronger than ever.
ended, the reverse took plirce,
h
Decisions will be performed. It is a
The Theater Department, now because classes were held the sporting a top hat under brig t
lights while a crowd applauds c_an be
comedy in which a girl must decide
some 72 · students strong, started following morning in the room .·
back in 1969 with only 17 majors, In 1971, Grandgeorge's London .possible if you are a member of the • between two suitors seeking her
,
hand.
after a year's planning by ~illiam Theater Program began_ as a full- · RWC Drama Club.
·
h e Cof The
Club
sponsors
t
The comedy, 6 RMS..
RV VU will
Grandgeorge, who has been with the year program, although it was ended
h
feehouse Theatre w ere, once a
be st.own on November 2 and 3, at
department since its conception. soon after because of problems with
,,
week a one-act play is perfiorme d · 8:30 pm. It concerns a man and a
Grandgeorge was teaching . in the foreign curtency exchange.
·11
t
d
t
woman, both married, who meet
These plays are tota Y s u en
Boston when he was contacted for a
Both 1973 and 1974 saw no
·
.
operated from acting an d d 1rectmg, while look_ing at an apartment for
position at RWC.
London Program, but the depar·
d r h ·
•...__
to costumes, props, an
lg tmg,
rent.
Tired of "teaching students who tment soon made progress. In '73
and take about two weeks to
There are three main seasons at
were academically ' brilliant but the Coffehouse Theatre became the
prepare.
the Coffeehouses when lengthier
greatly lacking in creativity", he control of the department. This put
Tryout procedures vary according plays, taking four to five weeks to
decided to come here to develop the an end to 3:30 p.m. rush set-ups and
to d..trector; some wt·11· h ave prepare, are shown. This Friday
Theater Department.
allowed for weekly Coffeehouses and
prospective <:ast mem b ers read f rom .Hot £,·Baltimore will be performed
Many problt;ms arose,, including main season productions.
' tm·
and it will run for nine nights. Two
a script wh t·1 e oth ers pre fier
initial reluctance to start a London
Progress continued and in 1975 the
1ay a by Two and the Shakespearean
To
try
out
for
a_
P
provisation.
Theater Program which was part of London Program was re:introduce~
person does not have to have taken . comedy As You Like It are upany t'h. eater courses, h owever • · coming productions.
competition for parts is very tough, :- There _is also the . possibility of
according to current drama club entering plays in competition with

like to limit its size in order to help
the growth oLindividual students.
Argo wants to strengthen the
professional-internship program. ,
No matter what the future holds, the laughter, crying, music and
frustrations will-live on - in spirit.

**********************************************
~potlight:

Drama Club

**********************************************

Memorial
Boulevard
Eat In · Take -Out Party Platters
HOURS: SUNDAY - THURSDAY
10 A.M. - 1 2 MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
10 A.M. - 1 A.M.
ji ;q l!Si!!Z? 7K'ii'99"" 1!Sl!iil!!ii!Si
·!~

Classifieds

'

For Sale: Pioneer Amp SA 6500 with Pioneer Tuner
TX 6500, 35 watts per channel with BSR Turntable. I
year old with a.II hook ups. $200.00. Call Fran 401-6839424

; other college drama clubs.
The coffeehouses have proved to
be very popu I ar. ·Th ere ·is no ch argt:,
for theater majors and only a fifty .
cent admission for non-Jl1ajors.
Theater trips are a bonus offered
by the club. Free tickets are
available for Trinity Square
productions and discount rates
apply for Ocean State Theater.
Notices about what performances
the drama club.will be attending are
tacked up on a large bulletin board
in the Theater Arts building.
Currently there are around fifty.
five members in the club, who meet
once a month. The bulletin.board
in
·
the Theater Arts building informs
the campus when plays are to be
cast, when meetings will be held,
and when .theater . trips are
scheduled.

free ·
free
1.---------------------~--~

I
I
I
I
I
I

RWC _
..I CAFETERIA UPSTAIRS

Personals · I

Wlff-Skip's room needs curtains! b.v.c.
Mlke, be human. Friend of Nike
gerard-Please report to the ozone admitting ufficel
To the Lady Commuter In the Blue GJ<mlln?J.et's get
together for dinner and get acquainted. 'otter
-attentlonTo all alumni at Unit 10& 11 oftheorderofthe York
Brothers Society. There will be Bunting party for
Seasonal Bluefish. Preliminary Trials Will be held at
Anita's place. A.B.C. ~merlcan Bunting Society+

B&B If the girls Jn you unit weren't •
weren't so pretty would you still find fault _with
• .·I- !:.
; J~
everything tbey do?
Linda-We know you love Unit 9, but ~what about °that
Attleboro man?. A male haren
Hey. We hear that Unit 1 is a rep light district. Is this
true? The U-Haul Gang
Hey Tim, where's your stash?
• Ann Marie, Tammy - Jennie-You're a c1~ssic triO,
stay high ...
He; Don, is your team worth more than tha~·Sl.~·O?
bomb. P.S. When are you gOfnJ.t~ marry that girl'! Hi girls from the boys at Unit 1.
crett shall overcome.
Hey did anybody see the perfect male around, I hear
h~ hangs out on \he 3rd floor. Unlt 11
.Stamp Out Cavity Creeds ·Flu, L.M.)
_
Belushi, how are your pel)Onal? I h~~rd they're
-spreading around alot. C, G, -c.
,
Hey Anthony, have you been d:lwn in the pit (unit _9)
lately?;\ Friend
Acid Amy-tell me who really kno.,..-, your namey. /\cid
Amy is your true name.
C.C.&C.C. Where did y'ou get the matchingJaincoats'!
· &'onytall-9 o'clock in . the. library-I'm dying to meet
you please be there, The black ba~eball -. hat

4: Is ~t true that you do not want to plead the 5th, or . . .
did you just cross examine her.
To my 3 guppies-you could never fit in my bathtub.
Love Whaley.
Bob-I don't c"-re which one_of them -you sleep with ;'
you're doing it 9ut in ·the hall. By the way, have you
ever met Anne Elk? ·
'
Honk if you love Brian.
'Attractive Petite Brunette-Ruby rings and historic
houses can't match m'y love for my devotion tp you:
S.P.
D.J.G.+You're a Senator of great stature. Now please
return mv Pen. S.P.
~
Vickie-Your yoice can wake up the dead and your flips
will turn up the wrong type of people. From Jrd Door
· rowdies
·
'
Johnny-wish you were h~re. -.

brink of your choice with t·he
purchase of ~ny meal during
·
lunch with coupon.
offer ends 31
1_

'i
I

•COUPON
I~
,
.

I

I

_________I

·1~-~---~-----------~~-~~
·
Grampa's Clean Machine 1
I
. · I
I
In by 10:00
I
0 ut by 4:00 Laundry Service
I
Mon., Tues., We • Only
I
I ~
Wash, Dry & Fold
I

10% ·OFF

I

; ·. ~
;
I
I
I

I
l

Try Our-Bulk .Dry. Cleaning
(Expert Spot & ~tain Removal)

I

;
I
-I

Alterations: By Joan

I

446Tharnes Street

Bristol

I
I

253-5436

I

··

I

~----~--~-----·-~~~~---

B,o jangleS
on the Beach, Ne·w port
846-8852

'TOTO,. I'm bad, I'm good, I can even tell you where
' the ltght went, when it went out. 8
-Unit-11 - Is it ~rue that the.perfect male will be Out on
the prowl tonight. A'S'
Hof Tuna - Mom-Love those Lanz of Salzburgs. but
h6w 'bout more flesh? co local RA 4
~p. Yves Saint Laurent meant ~hi\t jacket for me. 3

-

DRINKS 2 for 1
every Wed. n'ite for fall

KU.....

.

.

1percustomer

•
~-------------

Sweet Susie, of coune.
Debbie Sunlamp· The Summers over, so when is my
turn?
·Unit 6 says hello' to Lynn in Unit 3.
Hey Zlmmlt ·-Where's where -fr.Om coco.
Unti 12-next time your R:A. gets wet!

Craig-still think freshmen are easy? Not a friend
Hey Carlos-'How are things on the 4th? Pretty Senlolta
L.
.
2nd Floor Brian. Have you always been like this. so
de.·anged?
Hey Bolng-Bolng, I'm the kinnd of guy lhat.~ .the
wanderer
•
Doctor Death, You '11 never turn off my fMJ.cet
'TOTO
Hey, Thunder Thighs, can I be your 7th girl?! .ln memory of Waddles, the formef Stud of Unit One.
May he live in our hear'ts forever. Loved Ones
Everyone! 'Ask Jan~ Foyle's roommate what Peanut
Butter means.' From Josh
· Why can't we be friends, P..ete on the 4th floor? are
you after my mind or my bodyJ
·
•
Dear Buzzard ..Cheap trick is the worst Group 1 ve ever
heard in mY life and I wish you stopped pla~ing tt. UJli-you are out of order ... or at-least thats what the·
girls tell us. Your Adorln& PubUc
.
, , O-mar tbe lent maker-by the way can yo do thIS.
To the blonde with the pony .tail in the ltbrary Uctol:ler
10 evening., Meet. yo~ this, "':'ednesday. ~t . 9 ·'"r:;"•
. • , . . . ~ • ',.. ' ; i ,h)J I ,Y·
~ ~ ·•
,. '" " ~ .. " ... '
'

-

*STORM
W -ARNl.N G
•
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Entertainment and Reviews
Beaver.Brown
Rocks Socks Off ·
\

. played were well known, like to old
By Bart Bauer
In these days of plastic pop musak SO's hit Devil in A Blue Dress, and
and the mindless thump of disco, it the Dion and the Belmont's
is refreshing to see a band like Runaround Sue. Others were Beaver
Beaver Brown. At their triumphant originals, like Harbour Lights; but
concert in the cafeteria on Saturday all of them, as vocalized by lead
night, the Beaver's sifted through 20 singer John Cafferty, were about the
years of Rock 'n' roll afid dished out same thing - being young, and in
a lesson in what their m·usic is all love, with a rock and roll melody
playing in the backgrounCI.
about: having a good time.
Throughout the whole two hour
For the concert, the cafeteria was
set up in a club-like fashion; unlike show, the rest of the band also
most dances. This did not go over clocked in with outstanding pertoo well at first, · but the music formances. Gary Guitar · went to
town with his Townsend-like
seemed to cure all ills.
The -bi,i nd opened with a windmilling, a~ he gouged out riffs
Springsteen-like number Down By quring Springsteen's Thunderclap
My Baby's Back, and Little Latin
The Cove, taking the audience on a
Lupe
d'Lup, which Cafferty inhead-long plunge into the nighttime
world of fast cars, pretty girls and troduced as the song that every 13
battered juke boxes playing old year old \tith Q. Sears and Roebuck
Drifter's ; songs ... the world that guitar learned to play in 1965.
Wailing away on the sax was Mike
Beaver Brown knows so well.
It is a world of where all the rock "Tunes" Atunes, who helped define
,. and roll bands ' are Jike Beaver the evening with the rousing version
Brown, and all their concerts are of South Side Johnny's W e're
like the one last Saturday - where Having a Party.
Bass guitarist Pat Lupo set the tone
the stops are ripped out and the
audiences wants. to sing along with of the show as he danced around on
every song; whether they jmow them stage sporting a.perpetual delighted
grin - looking all the world like
or not.
. Some of the songs Beaver Brown that very 13 year old with his first
Sears _and· Roebuck guitar. Bob
Cotoia on . keyboards also had a
great night, highlighted by his
haunting melody runs in Harbor
Lights.
It was a foregone conclusion that
Beaver Brown wasn't going to get
away without going at least a couple
of encores, and. sure enough, the
RWC audience called them back
'four times.
During their second encore, the
Beavers almost blew all the fuses
with an awesome version of Steppenwolfs Born to Be Wild. But it
was durin·g their fourth "encore that
they showed what they were truly
capable of.
With a solid backbone provi<led by
Kenny Jo Silva 's granite blasting
drums. the Beavers produced a
version of fhe Rolling Stones I
Can't ·Get No Satisfacti9n that
should go down in to the Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame. It was the type of
GOIN' THROUGH
music that the Stones- themselves
THOSE CHORD CHANGEScould have played 10 years ago, and
Beaver Brown's lead vocalist John
the type of music that Beaver Brown
Cafferty also demonstrated his
will keep right on playing, aslong as
talents on the · guitar, rocking
there is an audience but· there ...
through "Runaround Sue".
waiting to have a good time.

I

.•

,

WHAT A SHOW! Beaver Brown relaxes after their
stunning concert in the cafeteria on Saturday. From
left to right are guitarist Gary "Guitar", Pat Lupo on

bass, lead singer John Cafferty, Kenny Jo Silva on
drums, "Tooes" Atones on sax, and keyboard man
Bob Cotoia.
·

Rapping With the Band: Beaver Brown
From a quiet start six years ago, to
a recent .much-publicized jam with
Bruce Springsteen, Beav.e r Brown is
a band that seems to be on the way
to national prominence.
Currently gigging arounq the East
Coast, Beaver Brown returned to
Rhode Island to appear at RWC last
Saturday night.
Before the show, the band sat do~n
for a interview, conducted jointly by ·
the Quill and WROG.
Beaver Brown is made up of six
New Englanders: Jopn Caferty on
lead vocals .- Kenny Jo Silva on
drums, sax player Mike "Tunes"
Antunes, bassist Pat Lupo, Bob
Cotoia on keyboaras. and Gary
Guitar on guit~r. They all l:iad
something t-o say about the band ,
audiences, and rock and roll m
general.
Quill- Well. what's happened to
the band since the time you played
here last year? Any membership
changes. new gigs ...
. Tunes: No membership changes.
John: We've been writing new

wnp.

,

Kenny: We'v.e met a lot of new
people.
Gary: We've played a Jot of new
places since last year ... Boston and
now New Jersey a lot. Those are two
of the big gigs.
Quill- What did you guys think
about Rolling Ston.- calling you
Rhode Island 's.first g1·eat rock and
roll band?""
Gary: Great! .
Tunes: It re.ally bolstered our
spirits.
John: It was really great to get
Rhode Island in there.
Quill-Do you play a lot of Rhode

Island gigs?
_Pat: Not really. Colleges mostly.
Quill- What is your favorite place
to play?
Pat: Our favorite club is Toad's
Place in New Haven arrd the Fast
Lane in Asbury Park . We have a lot
'of fun down there.
·
.
John: As for colleges, this is one of
our favorite colleges. ·
Pat: Yeah!
John : This was the first college we
·ever gigged at where they really went
... beserk.
Pat: We did five or six encores that
night. That was crazy.
John: We walked out of there ·in a
state of shock.- It was unreal.
Quill- WheFe do you see the band in five years?
Pat: Hopefolly. at the top.
John: We want to have at least four

Pat: A personal frie~d!
John: There is no way we can deny
that Springsteen has had an effect
on us in the way we could say that
the same music that makes him and
South Side Johnny click makes us
click. We all draw from the same
pool ofrock and roll. We all grew up
with · transistors stuck in our ears.
listening to the top forty every day.
That had a lot of influence on
everything. There is- just a lot more
magic in the old Drifters and
Crystals than there is now. And that
has everything to do with w~at we
try to sound like.
Instead of following, we try to find
our 0wp collective sound. And
Springsteen just happened to do it
before we did.
Pat: We learned a lot from him.
There's no getting around the fact
that he'.s been a big influence on us.
If we never saw Bruce, we cou ld
Quill Interview
never have done a lot of the things
we do well - we'd be the first to
by Rich Joseph
credit him. :
We live off two generations of rock
albums out.
Kenny: Just as well known as we and roll, from the ·real early s':uff
are in Rhode Island all over the through Elvis. Motown, Beatles to
country and maybe Europe or the things otit now ; Parker and Van
Morrison. ·
Far East, which is a really big
There's just a whole bunch of
market.
music out there and you · take bits
John: (laughing) Five years from
now I hope we're living happily ever · arid pieces.
Kenny: We all have favorite artists,
'after in Malibu Beach ... reminbut they all collectively make sense
iscing.
together.
Kenny: Opening at the Garden.
Gary: It's kind of like rhythm and
John: I hope we're still together
melody ... hard driving powerful
and the guys that are here now are
pushing drums and bass, flashy
still together.
•
Quill- What or who are the major guitars, and the sax sits on top.
Quill So you try to put the best of
musical influences on the band?
everything together?
John: · (laughing)
Bruce
John: The best of what we like,
. Springsteen, who is a personal
yeah.
~rienrl of ours.

Maxlmllllan 's
Discotheque

Ulfimate in Disco
Two bars to choose from
•
Game Room
Overlook Bellevue Ave. from
large Glass Sliding doors
Fog machine
Light

.'
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Proper Dress Required
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,Entertainm·e nt and Reviews
Eagles .Awe Crowd at-Civic Center
-by ~iette Cote, Joanne Tiberio, and
.Julia Puglln
·
On Monday night, October 8, the
Providence Civic Center provided
the setting for t_he first big show of

the Eagles North American Concert
Tour. This was their first concert
tour in three years.
The show open~d with the
musical talents of Blue Steel._

The Eagles were awesome at their Ciclc Center concert. From left to
right are band members Glenn Frey, Don Henley, Tim Schmit, Don
Felder and Joe Walsh. THEIR latest album .is entitles "The Long
Run"

Although the band -was good and Nights. foe Vitale, "a friend
with Life in the Fast Lane.' The
"'ell received, the anticipation was of theirs from Cleveland,"
audience, however, was eager for
obvious as the audience awaited the played flute while Joe Walsh sang more . The applause became
appearance of the Eagles. As Blue his song, Tum to Stone, from his So thunderous and it was easy to tell
Steel finished their act and the lights What albun. Joe Vitale made an , that the Eagles would be back on ··
came back on, you could f~el tbe interesting addition to the group. stage.
excitement grow.
The crew Hopefully, his appearance with the
They reappeared for three encores
prepared the stage and then ...the ~oup will ~ot be tempora':":. No~ that included Joe Walshs' Rocky
Hghts went out and the audit;..nce 11s. a goo~ time .for Joe to jOtn his Mountain way, ; . and two of the
screamed.· There, on the stage, were_. friends,_smce t~e Eagles are on tour Eagles finest ·~!dies, Peaceful Easy
.promotip.g t~e1r new ~lbum, The Feelin and concluded with Best of
the Eagles.Opening the act with Hotel Long R~n. Appropriately, they My,Love. A grand finale to a grand
California could not have been a sang the title cut.
.
. ,
concert!
·
Joe Walsh , followe~ with Life s
better choic{;. The music was clear,
A round of applause must go to
their voices were accurat~ and the Been Good. The audience showed the sound crew and management.
audience sat still and sile~t in awe. their appreciation by clapping and .The sound at the Civic Center can
As a matter of fact, the audience sat • 1howling. His presence devastat~d his very disappointing at times, but
s·ilent for at least four songs. The fans,. and they sho~ed this by 'Monday night it was clear, precise,
precision and clarit)'. of the sounds hanging a ?anner behmd the ~tage and brought out the true quality o ~
from the stage was beautiful. Glenn that read, Joe Walsh for President their voices.
-.Frey dedicated the song Lyin' Eyes in 1980!' Watc~ out Jimmy
For those of you who didn't go to
.
to Barbette who had given him a Carter~ Joe Walsh is s~perb!
see the Eagles, you mis~ed what may
Brown University jersey, and by
_ Endmg a concert 1s. al:-V~YS d1f- well be the finest concert of the year.
doing -so, he won the affection of the hcult, but- the Eagles did tt m style
fans.
The
selections
that
they
played were a fantastic mix of old
.and new. They sang some of their
finest ballads- including, Due/in'
WILLIAM LEE
Daltons and Desparado. Joe Walsh
HOLDEN GRANT
and Tim Schmit both sang their new
songs, In the City and I can't Tell
You Why, respectively., Tim Schmit,
incidentally, is their newest
member. He has been with them for
, two years now. Tim ads a nice touch
to·an already beautiful harmony.
MOVIE: "Damien: Omen II"
When the crowd least expected it,
That nasty little Antichrist
they burst into their new hit,
from ''The Omen'' returns to
Il\MlEN
Heartache Tonight. Never letting
wreak havoc . Featuring
the crowd slip away, they followed
~MEN
Gregory Peck. Showings at 7 &
with a good but shaky One of these
Thefust~wasonly
9 in LH 129. Adm. 50 cents or
a warning.

1I

"HOT L BALTIMORE is a

Movie Pass. Another showing
will be held Oct. 21.

Fine, Fun:nyJester's Tale
By Carolan Whittle
The opening Fall Main Season is a
jester's tale of tricks, johns,
misfortune and survival. THE HOT
L BALTIMORE exists and the
effects of city life have frayed the
characters edges like the furniture
in the hotel lobby. The author,
Lanford Wilson, takes the audience
on a Memorial Day excursion and
dedicates the memorial service to
each characters dance oflife.
The performers have put a lot of

Oct. 19

time, effort, and thought in their
convincingly annoyed as they try to
characters. Their hard work has do their jobs while playing
paid off. They play for laughs and
psychiatrist, authoritarian, sounthe audience complies; they hold the ding board, and friend .
audience in their hands when they · And they have reason to be anwant sympathy; and when Suzie noyed having to deal with characters
(played compassionately by Dawn like Kathryn Wagner's (who can't
Bates) says she needs love, the decide who she is, never mind what
audience is more than willing to give her name is). Ms. Wagner is
it to all of them .
genuinely annoying, but it wouldn't
The staff of the hotel work well be so bad if she'd stand up straight
together (though Joe Dignoti seemed and relax; consequently she throws
a little fearful of his role) and all are away a lot of her best lines.
M. · Beth Shimmon (as April
Green), in contrast, has complete
command of her ·character, works
her to the bone and handles her
sexual jokes with ease.
Supporting the cast are Millie
(Lynda Boyd) and Mr. Morse (Josh
N. Holman),' characters who are
necessary to give reality to the play,
but the quiet type whom never get
enough mention. Dynamic performances were given by Laura A.
Donovan and' Rick Corbo as Jackie
and Jamie, health food nuts working
on the Garlic Theory and dreaming
of a rice farm.
As the Hitleresque sister, Ms.
Donovan stirs passion and Mr .
Corbo grasps the thread of life she
leaves him . The visitors to the t otel
turned in fine performances,
especially Lynn Pierczeck and Sean
Curran.
David Ely's first display of
directing at RWC is a success. The
production will be a memorable one.
The Coffeehouse was traPsfot med
most efficiently. The set was f• n•
·
ctional and accomodating.
THE HOT L BALTIM ORE runs
until Saturday the 20th.
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An excellent jazz band, ''Detente" ~ill be appearing in the cafeteria. Show stans at 9, and adm . is
$1 or pa5s.

Oct. 20
COMEDIAN Steve More is sure to get you laughing at
his show in the cafet~ria. Adm. is only $1 or pass, and
the show starts at 9.

Oct. 25
,

MOVIE: "Wizards" From the
man who brought you ·"Fritz
the Cat, '' comes this stunning
tour de force of magic battling
science in the far future . A real
head trip. Showings at 7 & 9 in
LH 129. Adm. 50 cents or
Movie Pass. Second showing
Oct. 28.
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Sports Review
Frisbee Whazoos Demolish
Narraganse_tt Club, 26 to 6
'

By Peter Heard
and Mike Mikallonis
The Flying Whazoos, RWC's
Ultimate Frisbee Team, put it all
together again last Sunday as they
the
Narragansett
overwhelmed
Frisbee Club, 26 to 6.
Leading the ·Wha:ioos to victory
were Steve Gagnon wi?h five goals,
Peter H~ard with 11 assists and one
goal, and Henry Corti who's strong
play throughout the game sparked
· the team.
The win boosts the team's record to
three and one, including two victories over Brown University.
The Flying Whazoos had opened
their 1979 Fall season with a
September 29th road trip to Brown,
where they up-ended the IvyLeaguers in the pguring rain, 15 to
11. It was trllly a team effort.
The following weekend RWC was ·
visited on Homecoming by two
schools, Brown . and Yale. The
Brown-RWC confrontation turned
out to be a true heart-stopping game
as the Whazoos squeaked out a 1413 win in overtime. With time
running out and the score tied at 1010 there was a massive collision in
the Brown end zone with a foul
being
committed
by
Mike
Mikailonis. This resulted in Brown

Seahawks
Defeated
in Final
By Jeffrey Tucker
The last club football game of the
Seahawks' season took place last
Sunday before a near capaeity
crowd. The Seahawks lost the game,
26-6, to Fairfield College.
The Seahawks, p·rimed . and ready
for this final confro.ntation, ·came
out flying and drew first blood with
a 45 yard yard. TD pass from Jim
DePalma
to Doug Borniannay
early in the first ·quarter .
The Seahawks played a fierce
defensive game during most of the
first half, only to slip up with less
than a minute to go to the half,
· allowing Fairfield to score. Both
team 's blocked the other's extrapoint effort, so the score at the half
was 6-6 .
The Seahawks started the second
half well. even though Fairfield
managed to score again four
minutes into the third quarter. The
re·a1 blow for the Seahawks,
however, was late in the third
quarter when they were on Fairfield's 20 yard line with a fourth
. down and inches. sittfation. The
Fairfield -defense stiffened, and the
Seahawks were stopped cold.
The· Seahawks ran out of steam in
the fourth quarter, partly due to the
fact that because of the small
number of active players, many
team members were forced to play
both offense . and defense. The
Seahawks were simply unable to put
anything · together in this quarter,
and were over-powered by Fairfield
who scored two more touchdowns .
- The Seahawks ended the season
with an 0-5 record, but the season
was not without its high points.
Some of the players who put forth
strong efforts all season were Bill
Blandcha rd, Joe . Ftrsco, Mike
Doug
Russen, Henry -Cugno,
Cur tis, Greg Gwaltney, Tim
Rawson, and many others.
; Mark Barnier led th ~ team in pass
rece ptions with I I, while Dan
McCarthy was awarded the- M.Y .P.
of the season, and was given the
fin al game ball .

.

Harcar, who led all scorers with foU:r
being awarded a goal line position
goals, with the remaining goals
for a final plll.Y· The final effort by
being split between Jeff Gamble,
Brown was thwarted by Peter
Eric Smith, and Bill Pasierb. Peter
Heard, sending ·the ·g ame into
Heard also threw four ·goals, and
overtime, where the Whazoos won
Clayton Douglas tossed three.
it, 14-13.
RWC has planned a busy fall
Glenn Kornichuk and Mike
schedule. Games include RPI \and 1
Mikailonis lead the scorers with four
Bryant College Saturday October
goals apiece. Craig Case, Clayton
20th at Bryant College; and a fall
Douglas, and Joe Smith gave·fine all
tournament Saturday October 27th
around performances.
at Fitchburg State College, in FitchIn the second game of the day,
burg, Mass.·
Yale beat Brown 18-12, setting up
The team is also currently planning
the final game between Yale and
a seven te'am RI State Tournament,
RWC.
A crowd of over 300 people turned . to be hosted by the State Champion
on to an action packed game which Flying Whazoos.
·For more information on up·ended with Yale coming out ahead
coming games ,)ook for the "Zappa
of RWC by an identical 14-13 score.
Says" posters around campus.
Game standouts were Jerry

Quill Ph;t~·

HE WENT '_I'HAT-A-WAY- The way that intramurals are shaping up
so far, it promises to be an exciting season. Action like this takes place
every dify by the guard shack.
.

R WC Intramural·Football Combines the
Old and New For-Another _Super Season
put up with some competition.
Nike, a perrenial challenger, ·
This .year's version of the RWC . features a potent passing game. The
intramural football league doesn't 'Lodgers' appears to be wellhave a defending champion. What
rounded, as they blanked the third
it does have ·however, is one eJ{- floor 24-Q, in their first game. But
perienced team, nine other teams that may be a deceptive score, since
with mostly new players, and two many ll.re saying _the third floor· is
evenly matched divisions, plus some capable of plaY.ing a good game
mergers of floors and units that when they put it 'together. And
deserve watching.
although little is known about Unit
Last year's champions, the 10 (the only unit nof merged) they
Ramada Inn team, are now defunct could also be challengers. So tlre ·
because students are no longer overall outlook of the Northern
housed there. This is also the first division seems to be one of balance. ·
time there has been no commuter
The Southern Division has a
team in the fe!lgue." Commuter : rather intere~ting look. Each team,
teams have traditionally b.een in the with the exception of one (5th· floor)
thick of things . .What this means is is a merger of Units and or floors.
that tht:re are few experienced teams Most notably Unit 4, which hasn't
in the league. · In fact, the one ex- had a team iri 2 years, is· hooked up
ception is the Almeida team. Don with Unit 2. This team features
Uhlig, defensive mastermind _of last - several stars. The brightest prospect
year's champs, says of the team is Q.B. Steve (Greenie) Greene, who
from Almeida. 'They've got to be the as one observer commented, 'can do
favorites because of their ex- · it all." They also have two talented
perience." He points out that many wide receivers to throw to in Ed
of Almeida's players are fou·r year Randolph and James Banks. Plus,
veterans.
Don Uhlig has put together a solid
Crucial as experience may be, if defense. Challenging this team for
Almeida is to 'go for it', they must the top spot will be the 2nd floorby Roger Carroll

Onit
team. · Solid fundamentals
such as line play help compliment a
versitile passing attack.
·
The 4th floor-Unit _9 team could
also be strong if their offense starts
to jell. The 5th floor has m~ch
potential in their pass rush and
could be "spoiler," if they don't
challenge outright. The 1st floor·

So~cer

Team ·splits Three;:
Keep Playoff Ho,pes Alive

'By Jeffrey Tucker
The Soccer Hawks , had mttced
success in their drive for the playoffs
during the past two week. Out of the
last three games they played,- they
have won one, lost one, and tied one.
Last Monday, October 15, the
Hawks ·battled the Hawthorne
College -to a scoreless tie in a game
that the Hawks almost forfeited
because of a late referee. That would
have been a shame, because the
game turned out to be a supurbly
played one.

A "Serious Week of Practice" Lies Ahead·
-As Cross Country Places a Weak Fifth
By Ben Hell11_1~n /
Roger Williams finished a
disappointing fifth in the Rhode
Island College Cross-Country
Invitational held October 13th.
"The next two weeks of practice is
going to be serious," says Coach
Conway. The team strongly agrees
with this sentiment.
"It's down right discouraging,"
says Freshman runner Tony
Lombardo, "Stonehill is a mediocre
team. We were beaten by a mediocre
team, and we're much better than
mediocre."
The scores for the meet were: 1)
Assumption-48, 2) RIC-67, 3)
Bryant-72, 4) Stonehill-112, 5)
' RWC-117, · 6) · Clark-156, 7)
Quinnipiac-174, and 8) Babsoh-215.
University of Hartford did not field
a full team.
· Barry Rothfuss led Roger Williams
with another fine race, Aaking sixth
spot with a 32:24-10,000 meter time.
Joh n Ov1en followed Bar.ry in with a
seventh place 32:30 time, moving
. close and cutting ·the gap between
himself and Rothfuss at the finish,_,
li ne .
The highlight of the race was the
Owen finishing kick. Owen paced
with Hugenin (t he Ric number two

Unit ti teain looked tough in
preseason scrimmages, and they
feature some big tough linemen,
plus a strong defensive backfield.
What does it all mean? Probably
a promising season which will be fun
for the players and exciting for th~
spectators.

The game did end in a scoreless tie,
but it wasn't because the Hawks
weren't trying . . The Hawthorne
goalie had to turn aside 39~hots at
goal, compared to only 13 saves
needed by the RWC goalie. As orie
Hawk pointed out, "Their goalie
s~ved their game." Coach Frye was
pleased with the performance, and
said,
"Everybody
played
exceptionally ·well. "
On October 4th, the Hawks hosted
Salve Rigina and treated them to a
2-1 defeat. Both RWC goals came in
the first 'half, one by ·Thom Ressler,
with an assist by Miki: Heston; the .
other by Tim Yeaton, with an assist
from Kevin Dola ~.
The team did not do as well on
October 6 when they travelled to
New Hampshire to play ·Franklin
Pierce. The Hawks went down
fighting to a 3-0 loss .. Many team
members attributed the defeat to
•
intolerable
field c5mciitions and the
rainy afternoon.
_
The final game of the season iS-on
October 31, a home game against
Conn. College, The team is playing
tough soccer , with their biggest asset
being the team unity and · the
dedication of the team to make it to
the olavoffs.
,

man) throughout the race, and just District Championships, as the
ran away from him with his strong Hawks - try for the Nationals,
final drive. Running even with October 27th at Go~don - College.
Hugenin with a quarter mile to go,
At the " Pop" Crowell Invitational
Owen took him by seven seconds at
at Barrington College on· October ·
6th, the team took second place,
the line.
After Owen and Rothfuss the gap - l0sing -to Kings, 30-66, while
was ·noticable. Pete Focareto moved
defeating Eastern Nazarene (75),
up td 3rd man with his best race of
Gordon (79) and Nyak (185).
the season (33rd). Tony Lombardo
Barry Rothfuss lead the way for
(35th), and Dave Pallotta · (36th)
RWC, placing 5th.
rounded ·out the 117 team total. e~~~~~~
However , it was too little too late, as
Stonehill packed well enough to
take fourth place away from the
scrambling Hawks .
In the women's race RWC fielded a
three-woman team. Sue Badamo
took 12th, Donna Wedke 14th, and
Tammy Pentifallo 21st, fol' a total
score of 47 . points. J\lthough
finishing last in the field, the women
harriers kept it co.mpetitive and
HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY
close .
Scoring went as - follows: 0
~
FROM 12 Noon 'til 7 P .M .
.
StGnehill-7, '2) Assumption-34, 3(
Stonehill -"B" • team-41 , 3) RIC-41,
4) RWC-47 points .
-The overconfidence is gone , and
th-e men's cross country team is determined to have a superior
showing in their fin'!! two weeks.
Part~cularly
important is the
.~~~~ ~-~
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a stones throw awayfrmn.the siatue
of Christopher Columbus

3 Memorial Blvd.
, Newport· ,
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